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Abstract

This article challenges the claim that young children’s helping responses in Buttelmann, 

Carpenter, and Tomasello’s (2009) task are based on ascribing a false belief to a mistaken agent. In 

our first Study 18- to 32-month old children (N = 28) were more likely to help find a toy in the 

false belief than in the true belief condition. In Study 2, with 54 children of the same age, we 

assessed the authors’ mentalist interpretation of this result against an alternative teleological 

interpretation that does not make the assumption of belief ascription. The data speak in favor of 

our alternative. Children’s social competency is based more on inferences about what is likely to 

happen in a particular situation and on objective reasons for action than on inferences about 

agents’ mental states. We also discuss the need for testing serious alternative interpretations of 

claims about early belief understanding.
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1 Introduction

Buttelmann’s helping paradigm plays an important role in the discussion about when infants 

or children come to understand belief (Buttelmann, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2009: BCT). In 

the standard false belief test children are asked to predict where an agent, who is mistaken 

about an object’s location, will look for it. Quite reliably only by about 4 years children 

answer this question correctly (Wimmer & Perner, 1983; Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). 

In contrast, children’s looking behavior that indicates their anticipations about where the 

agent will search for the object provides evidence for sensitivity to false beliefs in infants as 

young as 18 months (Clements & Perner, 1994; Southgate, Senju, & Csibra, 2007; 

Thoermer, Sodian, Vuori, Perst, & Kristen, 2012). In violation of expectation paradigms 

evidence was found at an even younger age around 14–16 months (Onishi & Baillargeon, 
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2005; Surian, Caldi, & Sperber, 2007). Prolonged looking when an agent’s belief does not 

match the child’s own belief showed sensitivity to the agent’s belief as young as 7 months 

and similar ages are reported for neural signatures of representing belief (Kampis, Parise, 

Csibra, & Kovacs, 2015; Kovacs, Teglas, & Endress, 2010; Southgate & Vernetti, 2014). 

BCT provide an importantly different kind of evidence for early understanding of belief 

because they used helping behavior, an intentional action, as an indicator of understanding. 

Before expanding on the ongoing debate about the nature of young children’s false belief 

understanding and on our alternative interpretation of BCT’s findings we start by describing 

their procedure and interpretation in detail.

Two experimenters E1 and E2 (E2 being the agent to be helped) engage with the child C. 

After a short warm up E2 discovers two boxes of different color (A and B) and opens and 

closes the lids of both with interest. In E2’s absence E1 shows C how the boxes can be 

locked and opened with a pin. E1 leaves the boxes unlocked and E2 returns excitedly with a 

caterpillar toy. She plays for a while with it, introducing it also to E1 and C, and puts it into 

box A. In the false belief (FB) condition E2 leaves again to get her keys. E1 and C “play a 

trick” on E2 and E1 sneakily moves the toy to box B, continuously checking on the door, 

and then locks both boxes with the pin. E2 returns and tries to open box A (where she thinks 

the toy still is). In the true belief (TB) condition E2 stays in the room and watches how E1 

moves the toy to box B with mutual eye contact with E2 and C. E2 looks briefly away when 

E1 locks the boxes with the pin. After going to check whether the door was properly shut, 

E2 approaches box A and unsuccessfully tries to open it. If the child does not respond 

immediately, E1 suggests to C to help E2 and if needed, several prompts follow. BCT tested 

one group of 18-month-and another group of 30–32-month-old children and found that in 

each age group children in the FB condition tended to go to box B to retrieve the toy for E2, 

while in the TB condition they tended to help E2 to open box A. The mentalistic 

interpretation preferred by BCT is as follows: When E2 tries to open the locked box A the 

child has to figure out the reason for E2’s action. Since in the FB condition E2 thinks that 

the toy is still in box A she most likely is looking for her toy. Since she does not know where 

the toy really is the children help her find it in box B. In the TB condition E2 knows that the 

toy is in box B, therefore she cannot be after the toy when trying to open box A. She must be 

trying to open A for some other (unknown) reason.

BCT’s results play a central role for theories about the cognitive basis of early theory of 

mind competences. Two lines of explanation are particularly prominent. The first one 

distinguishes between an implicit and explicit understanding (Clements & Perner, 2001; 

Onishi & Baillargeon,2005). Children’s looking is an indirect measure of their knowledge. 

They look as a consequence of their expectations and not in order to serve a purpose (They 

look there because the agent will go there, not in order that the agent will go there, nor in 
order to tell the experimenter what they are thinking). Whereas, they answer the test 

question posed in the traditional false belief task in order to answer the question. 

Appropriate responses on an indirect measure (looking) in the absence of correct responding 

to a direct measure (answer to question) is taken as a sign of implicit knowledge in the 

consciousness literature (Reingold & Merikle, 1993; applied to false belief studies: 

Clements & Perner, 2001). Children’s helping behavior in BCT’s study is highly relevant 
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evidence, since it is a direct measure: children do it in order to help the experimenter. So 

their data speak against the implicit knowledge explanation (Carruthers, 2013, p. 145).

The second main explanation of the discrepancy in when children take belief into account 

assumes that children have explicit knowledge from early on but cannot show it in the 

standard task due to processing limitations. Baillargeon, Scott, and He (2010) distinguish 

between spontaneous and elicited test responses. Looking time and gaze direction are 

spontaneous responses, while the answers to the traditional test questions are elicited 

responses. In particular the additional processing required by the test question is supposed to 

exceed younger children’s processing capacity. BCT’s finding thus poses a problem for this 

theory since children’s helping is elicited by E1’s verbal suggestion to help E2 (the relevant 

agent to whom a belief is supposed to be attributed). Hence it should be as difficult as the 

standard test, which it is not. To account for BCT’s data Carruthers (2013, p. 152), for 

instance, saw the need to amend Baillargeon et al.’s theory with assumptions from language 

pragmatics as proposed by Helming, Strickland, and Jacob (2014) and Helming, Strickland, 

and Jacob (2016). When being asked a question by the experimenter in the traditional test, 

children have to coordinate their third-person perspective as a listener to the story with their 

second person perspective when interacting with the experimenter. It is this coordination of 

perspectives that makes the traditional task so difficult and helping in BCT’s procedure easy 

since this does not necessitate such coordination. In contrast, Setoh, Scott, and Baillargeon 

(2016, also Scott, 2017) argue that despite requiring elicited responses BCT’s task is easier 

than the standard false belief task because it lacks the need for inhibiting a prevalent (reality 

oriented) response.

Evidently, BCT’s results are of great theoretical importance for the field. For this reason we 

decided to have a closer look at their replicability and interpretation. Although there are 

quite a few demonstrations of early sensitivity to belief, hardly any of them have been 

replicated by different laboratories (e.g., for BCT’s task Fizke, Butterfill, & Rakoczy, 2013 

found similar results but they used a noticeably different procedure). Another question, of 

course, concerns the interpretation of the results. Again, although there are many 

demonstrations of infants’ sensitivity to belief in different situations, no study that we are 

aware of, has yet specifically tested the more recently suggested alternative interpretations 

for several of the VOE and AL studies (e.g., Ruffman, 2014; Wellman, 2014, chp 8). To our 

knowledge the only study that tested an alternative explanation for BCT’s findings was run 

by Allen (2015).

Allen (2015) contrasted the FB condition with a new clairvoyance condition, which was the 

same as the FB condition except that E2 tried to open box B, where the toy is but E2 thinks 

it is empty. If, so Allen reasoned, children take E2’s false belief into account E2 must be 

intending to open an empty box, so they should direct E2 to box A, which is empty. Children 

did not do this. They helped E2 find the toy as often in the clairvoyance as in the FB 

condition. However, Allen’s argument is not very persuasive, since trying to open a box of 

which one thinks that it is empty, does not mean one wants to open box A because one 

thinks it is empty. One might have plenty other reasons for opening it.
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To gain experience with BCT’s paradigm we started with a straight replication of the 

original TB and FB conditions.2 We soon noticed that with the FB-TB manipulation not 

only E2’s belief changed but the conditions had a quite different feel. One very obvious 

difference is the trick which E1 plays on E2 only in the FB condition. As already pointed out 

by Allen (2015, p.66):“Hiding the toy in the context of playing a trick not only makes the 
toy particularly salient but it also creates an expectation that the adult is going to return and 
look for the toy”. Two further potentially confounding factors pertain to ownership of the toy 

and to E2’s projected interest in the toy. The procedure of the FB condition (1) confirms the 

initial impression that the toy belongs to E2 because, for example, E1 only dares move it 

secretively in E2’s absence. Children this age have already an acute sense of ownership 

(Nancekivell, Van de Vondervoort, & Friedman, 2013). (2) The condition also leaves 

unquestioned that E2 takes great interest in her toy. In contrast, E2’s behavior in the TB 

condition signals that (a) it may not be E2’s toy since he watches E1 move the toy without 

complaining that they have not asked for permission and (b) that E2’s enthusiasm and 

interest for the toy must have waned towards the end since E2 watches as a bystander while 

E1 moves the toy. Ownership and interest therefore are further possible common sense 

reasons which could explain children’s different behavior in the two conditions. Taken 

together we proposed three possible factors (i.e., ownership, interest and playing a trick, but 

there could be many more) that provide teleological reasons for children to show a distinct 

helping pattern in the two conditions that are not based on belief reasoning. However, the 

purpose of the study is neither to investigate the specific reasons that might motivate 

children’s behavior nor the general nature of early pro-sociality. What we want to test is 

whether their responses in this task are based on belief reasoning or on some kind of 

teleological reasoning (as understood by Perner & Roessler, 2010).

Perner and colleagues (Perner & Esken, 2015; Perner & Roessler, 2010) argue that by 9–18 

months children become ‘teleologists’ able to derive an agent’s reason for an action without 

concern for the subjective views provided by mental states. The important feature of 

teleology is to see objective facts as providing the reasons for action. For instance: it starts to 

rain at the birthday party. The teleologist naturally perceives the need for a shelter for the 

birthday cake (the cake being under a shelter is preferable/more-desirable/better than it being 

left in the rain, which makes it a potential action goal) and uses her knowledge of where to 

find a shelter to bring the cake there. Although the evaluation of the cake being under a 

shelter as ‘better’ (or desirable) and the ‘facts’ of the shelter’s location are based on the 

teleologist’s subjective view, the teleologist treats these ‘subjective facts’ as objective. For 

the teleologist it is a simple fact that it is better to shelter the cake than leave it in the rain; it 

is not a matter of being considered better by some people depending on their subjective 

views of what is good or bad. This subjectivity is inherent in the mentalist concepts of desire 
(subjective view of what would be a better state, i.e., a goal) and belief (subjective view of 

what the facts are).

To illustrate how teleology applies to BCT’s scenario we use the suggestion from above that 

children perceive the agent’s (E2’s) continued interest in playing with the toy. In the FB 

2We most gratefully acknowledge David Buttelmann’s personal visit to our lab in Salzburg and the intense exchange with both labs, 
Salzburg and Stirling, to instruct us in the details of how to conduct their study and to check the videos of our procedure.
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condition E2 is continuously playing with the toy (which makes her happy and thus for a 

pleasant, desirable situation). That E2 has to interrupt her play in order to fetch a key 

suggests that she will continue to play with the toy on her return. Hence, enabling her to do 

so will make for a better situation (she’ll be happy; a goal to be achieved) than preventing 

her from doing so (she’ll be nervous and grumpy). Consequently, when she is looking for 

the toy in the wrong box children have good reason to help her find the toy in box B to 

achieve a better situation (a goal). In the TB condition the agent interrupts her play with the 

toy and watches the child and E1 play with it and then briefly moves away to close a door. 

This gives less clear indication that the agent is likely to resume her play with the toy. So 

when she tries to open the empty box the teleologist child perceives no compelling reason to 

direct her to the box with the toy. To note: this explanation of the results by BCT does not 

depend on children making use of E2’s belief about the content of the boxes to infer what E2 

wants, as BCT suggested. There is no need for mentalizing; a basic concern about what 

purpose (goal) E2 pursues is directly indicated by her different behavior in the early stages 

of the TB and FB conditions.

With these assumptions outlined above BCT’s data can be explained without children having 

to concern themselves with E2’s beliefs or knowledge. When in the FB condition E2 returns 

it is very likely that she is coming back for her toy. When she is trying to open box A 

children recognize her error and correct her by redirecting her to her toy in box B. In the TB 

condition it is not so clear what E2 wants. When she tries to open box A she is likely to want 

to open this box – for whatever reasons – and thus children help her do so.

We tested our teleological alternative against BCT’s mentalistic explanation of their data 

using three boxes, A, B, and C in four conditions. Two conditions, the old-FB and old-TB 
condition, corresponded to BCT’s FB and TB conditions, except for the presence of the third 

box that was not used in the test procedure, only in the training phase. The new-FB 
condition conformed the original FB condition except that E2 tried to open the third and 

empty box C. In the new-TB condition E2 behaved as in the original TB condition except for 

trying to open the empty box C rather than the empty box A, into which E2 had originally 

placed the toy.

We expect that the presence of the third box will not influence children’s helping behavior 

and that we will replicate BCT’s original results in the old-FB and old-TB conditions. For 

the new-FB condition the two theories make different predictions. If children use E2’s belief 

and knowledge to infer what E2 wants (BCT’s theory) then children should behave in the 

new-FB condition in the same way as in the original TB condition: they should help open 

box C, since E2 knows that box C never contained her toy and she cannot be looking for it. 

Our teleological alternative predicts that since E2’s behavior in the early phases of the new-

FB condition was the same as in the original FB condition, this should signal directly that E2 

is interested in getting her toy. So children should help her find it by directing her to box B 

that contains the toy. For the new-TB condition the two theories make the same behavioral 

prediction. BCT predict that children help open C because E2 knows that it is empty. The 

teleological alternative predicts that children help open C because E2, who lost interest in 

the toy, is now interested in opening box C. One should point out, though, that teleology by 

itself does not yield a strict prediction of how interested children should be in opening box 
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C. Only because we know from the results of BCT that they are under these conditions that 

we make this prediction. Table 1 provides an overview of the four conditions and each 

theory’s predictions.

2 Study 1

The objective of this study was not primarily to see whether BCT’s result can be replicated 

but whether we would manage to replicate it using – within our possibilities – the same 

materials and procedure before we proceeded to test an alternative interpretation of the data 

in Experiment 2.

2.1 Method

2.1.1 Participants—Overall, 45 children between 18 and 32 months (Mage = 24.47, SD 
= 4.08, 20 girls) participated in the study. The age range was chosen to cover the range 

between BCT’s youngest in their sample of 18 month olds in Study 2 and their oldest in 

Study 1. These two groups showed about the same size of effect, which we try to replicate. 

A third group of 16 month olds did not show a significant effect and so we did not include 

this age in our study. Data were collected in the Theory of mind Child Lab of the University 

of Salzburg (n = 20), the Parent-Toddler Group of the University of Stirling, (n = 17) and in 

the Little Stars Nursery (n = 8). Seventeen children had to be excluded because of parental/

teacher error (3), fussiness (10), unclear responses (2), or because they did not respond to 

any helping request by opening or at least touching one of the boxes (2). Compared to BCT, 

who excluded 23% of the 2,5-year-olds and 54% of 18–16 month-olds, our overall dropout 

rate was similar (35%). For child centered reasons only (fussiness and no response) BCT 

excluded 6.5% of the 2,5 year olds and 26% of the 16–18 months olds while we excluded 

13% of the older children (26–32 months) and 41% of the younger children (18–25 months 

olds) of our sample. The 28 children of the final sample had a mean age of Mage = 25.64 

months, (SD = 3.64, range = 20–32 months, 12 girls).

2.1.2 Materials—Materials were produced according to the description in Buttelmann et 

al. (2009). Boxes were identical in size, virtually identical in locking mechanism, handlebars 

and color; for the stuffed toy we also used a caterpillar which was roughly the same size (48 

cm). Following David Buttelmann’s advice, the locking mechanisms of the boxes were 

loosened so that they would make a noise when E2 tries to open them and the caterpillar was 

stuffed especially with plastic foil so that it made sizzling noises when being moved. Both 

features may be important for grabbing children’s attention during the procedure. For the 

warm up and instruction phase a wooden pegboard game was used.

2.1.3 Procedure—For a detailed description of the procedure see Buttelmann et al. 

(2009). To replicate the original procedure we prepared transcripts (English and German) of 

a video provided by David Buttelmann. We then videotaped our procedure and received 

written feedback from him for both, the English and the German version. We implemented 

his detailed feedback on the protocol as well as on our realization of the procedure.

As in BCT children participated either in a TB or in a FB condition. Position and color of 

the boxes as well as where the toy was placed first were counterbalanced. E2’s eye gaze 
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before attempting to open a box was also counterbalanced. Test-sessions were videotaped 

and coded by two independent raters. As in the original study, it was coded which box a 

child opened or touched first. Our coding and exclusion criteria followed closely that of 

BCT. However, in the FB condition two children showed an interesting response pattern that 

was not reported by BCT but also occurred in Allen’s (2015) study with 3–5-year olds; they 

responded by opening the old toy box first but not to help E2 to open it but only to gleefully 

show E2 that the box is now empty. Immediately after doing so they opened the current toy 

box to show E2 that the caterpillar had been hidden there. Both children additionally 

verbalized “Here it is!” Although these children touched the old box first, we interpret this 

behavior in BCT’s favor as an understanding that E2 did not know the new location of the 

caterpillar. In order to avoid false negatives a “re-coding” according to this interpretation 

was added to the “original coding” by BCT and we will report results for both. Overall, two 

raters disagreed only on two trials. As a result, one child was excluded due to an unclear 

response. For the other child agreement could be reached through discussion with a third 

rater.

2.2 Results & Discussion

The 28 children needed different amounts of prompting to either touch or open a box. 

Eleven children spontaneously responded to E2’s nonverbal request, nine children responded 

to one of E1’s prompts, four children responded to one of E2’s verbal prompts and four 

children helped only when their parent or teacher prompted (3) or assisted (1) them.

The center panel of Table 2 shows the number of children choosing either box B with the toy 

(two of them re-coded in the FB condition) or the empty box A. The right panel shows the 

original results by BCT in comparison. As one can see the proportion of children helping to 

open box B that contained the toy in the FB condition in our study is very high (recoded: 

93%, original coding: 79%) and comparable to the original study (76%) and differs from a 

uniform distribution (Binomial test: re-coded: p = .002; original: p = .057). In contrast, the 

distribution of responses in the TB condition looked different. The proportion of the 

expected empty-box response was not even half (43%) in our study as opposed to the 

original study (81%) and the responses did not differ significantly from a uniform 

distribution (Binomial test: p = .79 in our case). If we compare our results in the TB 

condition directly with BCT’s the difference is highly significant (χ2 = 7.15, p < .01). We 

have no good explanation to offer for this difference except for the observation that most 

children appeared to be at a loss of what is being asked of them in this condition. Despite 

this different performance in the TB condition, we nevertheless find a trend of a different 

proportion of B (box with toy) responses in the two conditions: Fisher’s exact test p = .038 

(relying on the recoded responses, with original coding: p = .21, both one-tailed) but two-

tailed p = .077 (relying on the recoded responses, with original coding: p = .42). Hence, the 

data do not clearly speak against the null-hypothesis. We will take up this point again in the 

General Discussion. Since our study supported children’s strong tendency to help the agent 

in the FB condition of the original study we thought to be in a good enough position to 

venture a test of our alternative explanation for that condition.
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3 Study 2

The prime objective of this study was to assess how children in the FB condition infer from 

E2’s attempt to open an empty box that E2 must be looking for her toy. Is it critical for their 

inference that the agent is trying to open that box, in which she mistakenly thinks her toy is 

located or is their inference based on some other information? We have suggested at least 

three other factors that may lead to that inference: in the FB condition – in contrast to the TB 

condition – children are primed by the initial part that (1) the toy belongs to E2, (2) E2 has 

great interest in playing with her toy, and is likely to engage in a hide and seek routine 

(Allen 2015). Any one of these factors make children expect that E2 will look for her toy on 

her return. When E2 returns and tries to open the now empty box children help her find the 

toy, without any concern for her false belief about where the toy now is. Children do not 

show the same helping behavior in the TB condition since the TB condition strongly 

suggests that the toy does not belong to E2, that she has lost interest in the toy, and because 

no hide and seek routine is indicated. Hence when she tries to open the empty box fewer 

children assume that she is still looking for the toy and that she tries to open the empty box 

for some unknown reason. Consequently, fewer children direct her to the toy and, instead, 

help open the empty box.

A new version of the FB task (new-FB) with three boxes can distinguish between the 

different explanations. Instead of trying to open the box that she believes contains her toy, 

E2 tries to open the third box which is also empty and has never contained the toy. If 

children rely on E2’s false belief to figure out that she is likely looking for her toy – as BCT 

suggested – then they should come to the conclusion that she must have some other reason 

for trying to open this box since she knows that it does not contain her toy. If, however, 

children assume that the agent is keen to play with her toy again, as we surmised, then they 

should also help her to find the toy in this new-FB condition.

In order to tie in the results with the 2-boxes version, there will be an old-FB and an old-TB 
condition identical to the two boxes experiment in Study 1, except for the presence of a third 

box (which is involved in the training but not in the transfer in the test phase). For these two 

conditions we anticipate to replicate the results from Study 1. What differs in the new-TB 
condition is that instead of attempting to open box A the agent tries to open the third box C 

(as in the new-FB condition). Both theories predict the same behavior, that is, children will 

show the same response pattern in the new-TB as in the old-TB condition. Its purpose is to 

check whether the active involvement of the third box creates any deviation from what is 

expected.

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Participants—Overall, 126 children between 18 and 32 months were tested either 

in the Theory of mind Child Lab of the University of Salzburg (n = 20), in different 

childcare institutes in the city of Salzburg (n = 87) and in Scotland (n = 19). Testing in 

institutes took place in a separate room and in the presence of the child’s teacher or parent. 

Thirty-six children (28%) had to be excluded due to parental/teacher (4) or experimenter 

error (4), fussiness (20), unclear responses (3) or because they did not respond to any 

helping request (5). Overall, 29.1% of children (20,6% of the older (28–32 months) and 
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37.5% of the younger (18–27 months) ones) were excluded. The final sample consists of 90 

children between 18.04 and 32.82 months (M = 27.15 months, SD = 3.65, 40 girls).

Thirty-seven children participated in the replication conditions (Mage = 27.17 months, SD = 

3.69). Six children spontaneously responded to E2’s nonverbal request, 13 children 

responded to E1’s prompts, five children responded to E2’s verbal prompts, 11 children 

responded to their parents/teachers prompt and one child needed parental/teacher assistance. 

Fifty-three children participated in the new conditions (Mage = 27.13 months, SD = 3.66). 

Seven children spontaneously responded to E2’s nonverbal request, 26 children responded to 

one of E1’s prompts, eight children responded to one of E2’s verbal prompts, 10 children 

responded to their parents/teachers prompting and one child needed parental/teacher 

assistance (unfortunately, for one child video recording is missing and therefore amount of 

prompts cannot be reported).

3.1.2 Materials & Procedure—In this study we added a third, differently colored but 

otherwise identical, box. All remaining materials were the same as in Study 1. The three 

boxes were set up in a semi-circle in equal distance (80 cm) to each other. The distance 

between the child and each box was 1 m. As in Study 1 the experiment started with E2 

discovering the boxes. She opened and closed the lids of all three boxes several times before 

leaving the room so E1 could explain the locking mechanism to the child. By doing that E1 

treated all boxes identically and according to the protocol of Study 1. The procedure in the 

test-phase was also identical to Study 1, with the exception that E1 locked the third box with 

the pin without attracting the child’s attention to it and that E2 was sitting in some distance 

behind the three boxes in the decision-phase. Further details can be found in the 

supplementary materials.

3.1.3 Design & Coding—Children participated in one of the four conditions. We had 

two TB conditions and two FB conditions that differed according to which of the three boxes 

E2 tried to open (see Table 1). In neither condition the third box C was involved in the 

transfer of the toy from box A (old) to box B (current). Two of the conditions (old-FB and 

old-TB) were a replication of the original study, with the only exception that the third box 

was also present in the setting. In these conditions, E2 always tried to open the now empty 

box A. In both of the new conditions (new-FB and new-TB), E2 always tried to open the 

third, non-involved box C. Colours of boxes were assigned to position according to a Latin 

Square Design within each condition. So the location of the boxes was fully 

counterbalanced, as was where the toy was put first. This makes for 36 different 

combinations to which children were randomly assigned without using a combination twice. 

The direction of transfer was varied such that the toy was always transferred from box A to 

the box to the right, if A was the box on the right the toy was transferred to the box on the 

left. Eye gaze was varied such that E2 always looked at box B first, then at the left empty 

box (which could either be box A or C), then at the right empty box (which could again 

either be box C or A). Test-sessions were videotaped and coded by two raters. Again, it was 

coded which box a child opened or touched first. Two raters agreed on 87 of 90 trials and the 

disagreements were resolved through discussion with a third rater. Again, three children in 

the FB conditions showed a response as described in Study 1: after opening the box that E2 
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tried to open they showed her that it was empty and immediately proceeded to show her 

where the caterpillar was hidden. We re-coded these children as directing their response 

(primarily) at box B. We will again report results according to this re-coding as well as for 

the original coding.

3.2 Results & Discussion

Table 3 shows children’s responses in the four conditions. Children practically ignored the 

third box C (with the exception of one child) and showed a preference for box B, containing 

the toy, in both conditions but not significant in either (Binomial Test both ps > .11). 

However, the pattern of results for A-responses and B-responses is not significantly different 

from the results of Study 1 (χ2 (3) = 3.212, p > .36).

The results of the old FB and TB conditions, which we hoped would replicate the results of 

the two box conditions in Study 1, indicate that the use of three boxes flattened the 

distribution of chosen boxes. This suggests increased error responding. Closer inspection of 

the data showed that children had a strong preference for approaching the center box, the 

one closest to E2. The choices of boxes for all four conditions were 26% left, 53% center, 

and 21% right box. This differed from the expected uniform distribution (χ2 (2) = 9.8, p 
> .007), which should have occurred since assignment of A, B, and C to box location was 

counterbalanced. Evidently the center box attracted children, which increased error trials. So 

we excluded this source of error by looking only at responses directed at the left or right 

box, shown in Table 4. Now the picture becomes much more accentuated. The response 

frequencies for the old conditions now resemble closely those of Study 1. Without the 

distraction of the center box Study 2 replicates Study 1, which is reassuring as it shows that 

the use of the third box does increase error but does not distort the results.

We now turn to our core concern, children’s responses in the new-FB condition with our 

focus on children’s response directed at the box with the toy (B) in relation to the box, 

which E2 tries to open (C). According to BCT’s theory children will know that E2 believes 

that the toy is in box A and should therefore show the same preference for the box E2 is 

trying to open (C), as they do in the original TB condition. Our theory predicts, however, 

that children assume that E2 is looking for her toy and, therefore, direct her to the box with 

the toy (B), as they do in the original FB condition. The data confirm that more responses 

were directed at B than at C. To see whether this refutes one and supports the other theory 

we calculated a Bayes Factor (BF). Each theory is tested against the null hypothesis H0 of no 

preference between the two boxes. We use Rouder’s Bayes calculator for binomial data: 

http://pcl.missouri.edu/bf-binomial. For specifying the model of H1 for BCT’s theory we use 

the observed proportions from BCT’s original TB condition (see Table 2) since their theory 

lets us expect similar results to their TB condition in our new-FB condition. The model thus 

specifies the proportion of 30/37 for C (which the agent tries to open) vs 7/37 for B (where 

the toy is). The corresponding observed proportions in the new-FB condition of 6/24 for C 

and 18/24 for B result in BF = 0.00076, very strong evidence against BCT’s theory3 

(Dienes, 2014; Lee & Wagenmakers, 2014). In contrast, our explanation predicts that 

3BF < 1/3 = .33 is considered substantial but moderate, BF < 1/10 = .10 strong evidence for H0 and against H1. Conversely, BF > 3 
counts as substantial but moderate, and BF > 10 as strong evidence for H1.
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children should behave in the new-FB condition as in BCT’s FB condition. Thus we use the 

data from their FB condition with 28/37 for B (where the toy is) vs. 9/37 for C (which the 

agent tries to open) to specify H1. Given the observed proportions this yields BF = 17.86 

substantial evidence for our hypothesis. The same result is obtained for the reduced data set 

excluding middle box responses (see Table 4) with BF = .005 for BCT’s theory and BF = 

9.09 for our theory.

Moreover, there were significantly more B responses in the new-FB condition than in the 

new-TB condition in relation to C responses (Fisher’s Exact p = .031). One can argue that 

what matters for BCT’s mentalist claim is that the original FB condition should lead to more 

B-directed responses because E2 is trying to open the box she mistakenly thinks her toy is 

in. Whether children direct their helping at the box E2 is trying to open in the TB condition 

is not really of essence. In fact our data suggest that children do not have much idea of what 

they are supposed to do in the TB condition. Hence a fairer test might be to contrast the 

number of B-directed responses with responses directed at any one of the other boxes (A or 

C). In this case we get a highly significant difference between conditions: Fisher’s exact test 

p = .006.4

4 General discussion

The overarching aim of this paper was to test an alternative interpretation of Buttelmann et 

al. (2009). Study 1 was a direct replication attempt to build a fundament for testing this 

alternative hypothesis. Like in the original study, children’s responses in the FB condition 

were much more often directed at the box that contained the toy than at the empty box. We 

could also show that this tendency was stronger in the FB than in the TB condition, albeit 

children not showing the expected preference for the empty box in the TB condition in our 

study.

The theoretical thrust of our data comes from our new-FB condition in Study 2 designed to 

distinguish BCT’s original mentalistic explanation from our teleological alternative. BCT 

claimed that in order to be able to help the agent children must infer in the FB condition that 

the agent wants her toy as she is trying to open the box where she believes her toy to be. 

Whereas in the TB condition, the agent tries to open a box, which she knows is empty, she 

probably wants to open that box for unknown reasons. In our new-FB condition the agent 

tries to open box C, which she knows to be empty. Therefore, on BCT’s reasoning, she 

cannot be looking for her toy but must intend to open that box for some other reason. 

Consequently children should direct their response to this box the agent is trying to open, in 

analogy to the original TB condition. Our data speak strongly against this explanation.

Our suggestion is that children infer what the agent wants without concern for her mental 

states. The procedure in the FB condition signals that she is still highly interested in her toy 

or is likely to engage in a hide and seek routine when she returns, therefore children will 

help her find her toy when she makes an error of looking into box A instead of box B. For 

our new-FB condition this theory, as opposed to BCT’s theory, predicts the same behavior as 

4The same test for our reduced data set (excluding middle box responses): p = .04 one-tailed.
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for the old-FB condition since the pre-test procedure is exactly the same. Children – 

according to our hypothesis – are fairly sure that the agent is coming back to look for her 

toy. However, she goes to the wrong box (A in the original and C in the new-FB condition), 

which provides children with a good reason to help her find the toy in box B. The data speak 

for this explanation much more strongly than for the one advanced by BCT.

Our explanation has potential relevance for how we should look at infants’ impressive social 

competence. An important issue concerns the question of why such young children are so 

keen to help others. Paulus (2014) outlined several different classes of models of what 

motivates pro-social behavior in very young children. (1) Emotion-sharing-models assume 

that helping behavior arises as a result of emotional contagion in combination with the 

development of self-other-differentiation and the arising ability to respond to others’ 

negative emotions in a solution oriented manner, for example comforting (Hoffman, 2000; 

Preston & De Waal, 2002). (2) Social-interaction-models propose that children act pro-

socially merely because they enjoy interacting with other people without a specific 

motivation to be of benefit to others (Over & Carpenter, 2009; Reingold & Merikle, 1993). 

(3) The social-normative-model emphasizes the role of the social environment and 

characterizes the emergence of helping behavior as a process of internalizing the rules of 

their environment (in support of this model see e.g., Hammond & Carpendale, 2012). (4) 

Proponents of goal-alignment-models (e.g., Kärtner, Keller, & Chaudhary, 2010; Kenward & 

Gredebäck, 2013) agree upon the idea of a goal contagion process by which children take 

over the other’s goal and consequently act as if it was their own. Goal-alignment-models are 

the most similar to the (5) teleological account as both propose that an understanding of 

goals, and not an understanding of others’ mental states, is the driving factor for helping. In 

Perner and Roessler’s account, however, there is no need for a process of goal contagion 

because teleological reasoning is based on objective facts and seeing the possibility of a 

desirable state should give anyone reason to make this the goal of their action.

Although these models differ about children’s motivation for engaging in helping behavior, 

they all presuppose that children in our study know what the purpose/goal of the other 

person’s action is. On all five accounts children need to know this in order to (1) respond 

adequately to other’s emotional state, to (2) engage in behavior apt to promote good 

interaction, to (3) show that one is willing to help, or to (4) take on the other’s goal. The 

central question tested in our new conditions is whether children need a belief-desire theory 

to do so, or whether they can do it on the basis of what they observe the agent doing. This 

question is most explicitly addressed in teleology which is particularly explicit that no 

mental states are needed. This stands in stark contrast to how Tomasello (2014) describes the 

cognitive basis of cooperation and helping.

Tomasello (2014) argues that an early inclination for helping stems from a specific human 

genetic trait, a cooperative turn in human evolution, which consists of the ability to engage 

in higher order mentalizing. For instance in the object choice task, where children or apes 

are faced with several up-side down buckets, one of which is baited, when the experimenter 

marks or points to one of them, very young children spontaneously look for the bait under 

this bucket while chimpanzees need excessive training to learn this. According to Tomasello 

(2014, p. 57) “the key point is that the inferences used in cooperative communication are 
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socially recursive… In the object choice task…, the recipient infers that the communicator 
intends that she knows that the food is in that bucket – a socially recursive inference that 
great apes apparently do not make.”

Our finding put into question whether such intricate, recursive mentalizing abilities are 

needed to explain young children’s cooperative inclinations. But, if not recursive 

mentalizing, what does give children this cooperative knack? Roessler and Perner (2015) 

and Perner and Esken (2015) have argued that an understanding of the reasons for acting 

(teleology) provides a more direct, hence less vulnerable, basis for cooperation than 

recursive mentalizing. Reasons for action consist of non-mental, objective facts including 

value facts, that is, what is good or bad to have. Our explanation of BCT’s results 

implements this approach even though we cannot be sure exactly how the children interpret 

the interactions. We have mentioned several possibilities. For instance, we proposed that 

children notice E2’s interest and emotional engagement with the toy and therefore see her 

playing with it as desirable (a goal). Since it is a ‘good’ thing it provides reason – not just 

for the agent – for everyone, who can contribute to help bring it about. So when the agent 

does something inadequate for achieving this goal the child teleologist has a natural 

inclination to help—without any need to engage in reasoning about each other’s desires and 

beliefs. Allen (2015) has pointed out another plausible possibility. The secretive cue in the 

FB condition may give children the impression that this is a game of hide and seek, in which 

the seeker is to find the hidden target. We know that children at this age tend to help by 

directing the seeker to the target. From an adult’s point of view this helping is 

counterproductive and misses the point of the game; yet that is what children tend to do 

(Gratch, 1964; Theo Wimmer anecdote in Perner, 1991, p. 153). From a teleologist’s point 

of view this counterproductive help makes perfect sense. The overall goal, when everybody 

is happy, thus a desirable, good state to be in, is for the seeker to find the target. So the 

teleologist child chips in to get to that goal by helping the seeker.

Our result has also implications for how we should view other supposed demonstrations of 

early belief understanding. Of these – there are many by now – only few, if any, have been 

replicated in a strict sense and some, as this journal issue attests, are not easily or perhaps 

not at all replicable A recent number of studies report severe replication issues (see e.g., 

Dörrenberg, Liszkowski, & Rakoczy, 2017; Powell, Hobbs, Bardis, & Carey, 2017; 

Schuwerk, Priewasser, Sodian, & Perner, 2017; Yott & Poulin-Dubois, 2016). Even the data 

of our Study 1 did not reach the same significance criterion (two-sided p-value below .05) as 

the original study. But one should not conclude from that that our data provide evidence 

against the existence of BCT’s effect, that is, the difference between the two conditions. To 

see this we carried out a Bayes analysis which shows a BF = 2.81 in favor of BCT’s finding, 

but a BF below 3.0 is regarded as inconclusive evidence (Dienes, 2014; Lee & 

Wagenmakers, 2014).

Nevertheless, by the sheer weight of numbers of other kinds of demonstrations, early belief 

understanding is widely accepted as a fact. For many of the findings alternative explanations 

have been proposed (e.g., Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Fenici, 2015; Perner & Roessler, 

2010; Ruffman 2014; Wellman, 2014, chp 8), but few of the pithier ones have been tested.5 

Peter Carruthers (2013, p. 150), in a recent evaluation of the evidence, concluded with 
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soothing caution: “…at present we seem warranted in tentatively endorsing the infant-
mindreading hypothesis, based on its record so far,” and he added wisely: “But if it should 
turn out that these existing studies cannot be replicated, or if additional control experiments 
provide evidence of non-mentalizing mechanisms underlying the results, then the situation 
may yet reverse itself.” The present study heralds this reversal.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Table 1
Predictions of BCT’s mentalizing hypothesis and our teleological alternative per 
condition.

Condition Procedure Predictions

Toy was in A, is now in B, never was in C. BCT’s mentalizing hypothesis Our teleological alternative

E2 tries to open box Children help with box

Old-FB A B B

Old-TB A A A

New-FB C C B

New-TB C C C
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Table 2
Number of children’s responses directed at one of two boxes in our Study 1 compared to 
responses in BCT’s (2009) Experiment 1 (30 months) and Experiment 2 (18 months) 
combined.

Condition Study 1 BCT (2009)

Response directed at box Total n Response directed at box Total n

A now empty B with toy A now empty B with toy

FB
1
a

13
a 14 9 28 37

TB 6 8 14 30 7 37

a
Two children who approached box A to show that it is empty and then fetched the toy from B have been recoded as directing their response to B.
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Table 3
Number of children’s responses directed at one of the three boxes (re-coded).

Condition Agent tries to open
Response directed at box

A: box now empty B: box with toy C: box always empty Total n

Old-FB Box now empty
12

a 1 19

Old-TB 11 0 18

New-FB Box always empty 2
18

a 26

New-TB 7 8 27

N.B.: Numbers circled are children’s responses directed at the box the agent tries to open.

a
One child was re-coded from box A to box B in the old-FB and two children from box C to B in the new-FB condition.
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Table 4
Number of children with center box responses excluded (re-coded).

Condition Agent tries to open
Response directed at box

A: box now empty B: box with toy C: box always empty Total n

Old-FB
Box now empty

6 0 8

Old-TB 8 0 14

New-FB
Box always empty

1 9 12

New-TB 2 2 8

N.B.: Numbers circled are children’s responses directed at the box the agent tries to open.

a
One child was re-coded from box A to box B in the old-FB and one child from box C to B in the new-FB condition.
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